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RACE  1 :  This is a very god three year old to start a good night’s racing. FAWZIA (2) was a super two 

year old filly who won all the feature fillies races. She resumes here off some solid trial form and 

draws ideally so is the one to beat. MISTER LENNOX (4) was a handy youngster who resumes here as 

a three year old. He showed ability as a youngster but his manners let him down at times. He is sure 

to be handy from the draw and will be in the finish. ALWAYS A SHOW (10) resumed with a very good 

win last start. He is a very handy type so if gets the right run will be finishing strongly. JOAN GRANT 

(11) was another handy filly she resumes here from a poor draw so place look’s best. KARALTA 

JAZZMAN (1) and BLACKJACKHANOVER (3) both draw well and should be ready to produce best so 

are a must for the exotics. LAUGHYAHEADOFF (7) is a handy filly resuming but draws poorly so a 

minor first four spot look’s best. 

TOP PICK :  FAWZIA (2) has the draw so just leaning her way. 

DANGERS :  MISTER LENNOX (4) resumes here and is the danger along with ALWAYS A SHOW (10). 

ROUGHIE : JOAN GRANT (11) can fill a place at odds. 

RATINGS : 2 4 – 10 – 1 3 11 – 7 9 – 5 6 8 

 

 

RACE  2 : This is a C1 only. HESA PROSPECT (2) hasn’t had the best of luck recently. He gets into a 

very winnable race and draws ideally so is sure to take plenty of beating. JABBER JAWZZZ (3) will be 

much fitter for his first up run in where he went down narrowly after doing all the work. He will have 

to do the work again here tonight but is a huge danger. CALL ME MOUSE (9) has done nothing wrong 

in his brief career to date. He resumes here off a break and from a good trailing draw so will be 

thereabouts. MY KODA KASPER (1) broke through for a well deserved win last week and there is no 

reason why he can’t make it two in a row from the draw. JASPER RULER (7) has really started to put 

it altogether this time in. He draws a touch wide but with a little luck can figure at odds. All other 

runners are capable of filling a place at odds with the right run. 

TOP PICK : HESA PROSPECT (2) draws to be the one to beat. 

DANGERS : JABBER JAWZZZ (3) look’s the danger along with CALL ME MOUSE (9). 

ROUGHIE :  MY KODA KASPER (1) can win at odds again. 

RATINGS : 2 – 3 9 – 1 7 – 4 5 6 8 

 

 



 

 

RACE  3 : This is a very open C1 with not a lot of winning form. ROBERT MOREAU (4) broke through 

for a good win last start when came from midfield to win well. This is only slightly stronger so is sure 

to be in the finish. LIVIA DEGEROLSTEIN (3) is well placed in this line up. She has been very good in 

her two runs back to date so is sure to take plenty of beating here. EBABE (8) is a consistent type 

who is always a chance with the right run so keep safe. LUKE PETER (1) has drawn well so can run a 

race at odds as will get the run he likes. SUM ONE  (6) and ANGKRISTY (7) can both run a race if get a 

good run in transit. RED SUN BLISS (2) will be improved by her first up run so has a sneaky hope at 

huge odds. 

TOP PICK : LIVIA DEGEROLSTEIN (3) is well placed here and look’s the one to beat. 

DANGERS : ROBERT MOREAU (4) look’s the danger along with EBABE (8). 

ROUGHIE : LUKE PETER (1) has the draw to win at odds. 

RATINGS : 3 – 1 4 8 –2 6 7 – 5 9 

 

RACE  4 : This is a C2/C3 with plenty of chances. PACQUIAO (1) is racing very well and draws ideally 

to run a race at good e/w odds. CRANBRE (5) had his winning streak come to an end last start. He is a 

very handy so is sure to take plenty of holding out. FAITHFUL JET (4) has returned in great order. He 

has gate speed so will be trying to get across early and if he does will take plenty of beating can still 

win if doesn’t lead. ISLAND DISCO (2) will be better for her last run so is a must for the exotics. MON 

SOIE (8) has drawn ideally and will get the run she likes so has a winning chance. OSCAR BLAKEDON 

(3) , KARALTA DAZZLER (6) and MUSSLEROE BAY (7) have minor first four claims. 

TOP PICK :  PACQUIAO (1) look’s a very good gamble here. 

DANGERS : FAITHFUL JET (4) racing very well so is the danger along with CRANBRE (5). 

ROUGHIE : MON SOIE (8) gets the gun run so can surprise. 

RATINGS : 1 – 4 5 – 8 – 2 3 6 7 

 

RACE  5 : This is the time honoured Shirley Martin Mother Of Pearl. We see the State’s Mares front 

up for this race. ARTS BLISS (4) resumed last week in the free for all when got a good trip and poked 

through and ran second. She is sure to strip much fitter for that and does have a good record on this 

track so is sure to take plenty of beating. BENEDICTION (7) is the class runner who is sure to have 

improved from her first up run. She is sure to be sitting back smoking her pipe so if she gets the right 

run into race can win. EL JAYS MAGIC (3) is racing very well and is suited by the small field and 

should get the right run so is a winning chance. BELLICIOUSLIPS (2) returns from a successful 

Victorian stint in where she won 3 out of 4 starts the latest at Melton. This is a huge step up in class 

but with the right run she will be in the finish. TESSANZO (6) will find this easier than recent starts. 

She is the inform mare in the state at present so is a huge danger. SPITFIRE ROSE (5) is another very 

good mare who resumes here so may need the run but tread very warily as she has a touch of class 

on her side. JODILA (1) rounds out the field but this is a big class rise so place look’s best. 



 

 

TOP PICK : ARTS BLISS (4) will be fitter for last run and look’s a good hope in an open race. 

DANGERS : TESSANZO (6) is racing very well so with a little luck is the danger along with EL JAYS 

MAGIC (3). 

 ROUGHIE : BENEDICTION (7) can see her getting out to good odds and can win with the right tun. 

RATINGS :  4 – 2 3 6 – 5 7 - 1 

 

RACE  6 : This is the time honoured Doug Martin Danbury Park Cup. REMEMBER JOE (10) returned in 

brilliant fashion last week in where he zoomed to the lead to win as he liked. He goes back to the 

20m mark here so will have to be at his very best. He is proven from the tapes so with a safe 

beginning is the one to beat. RIVERBOAT JASPER (5) is a very tough type who has plenty of bottom. 

The stand is a huge query but if he steps he will be a major player here. STAR CHAMBER (7) will relish 

the conditions of this race. He is a very quick beginner from the tapes so don’t be surprised if he 

settles in the first few. He will need to get a sit as he can sprint very quickly with the right so that 

makes him dangerous. OUR CHAIN OF COMMAND (12) showed last start there is still life in those old 

legs. He has to come off the 30m so will plenty of luck to come his way but if gets can win at each 

way odds. DIVAS DELIGHT (6) is a very good front runner who will find it hard to find the top unless 

he begins like a bullet so place look’s best. ANINCHOFHISLIFE (3) is facing his toughest test to date 

here but you can’t knock his form so is a must for the exotics. SKY TOWER (2) was claimed into the 

Zeke Slater stable last start. Not long ago he rejuvenated Spot Nine who was in similar form so he 

will need to be kept safe. TRULY BLISSFULL (4) OUR MELS DREAM (9) and QUASTOR CENTURION (11) 

are next best. The interesting runner is former Easter Cup winner GRIZZ WYLLIE (8) so will pay to 

watch the market. 

TOP PICK : REMEMBER JOE (10) despite the 20m is still the one to beat. 

DANGERS : RIVERBOAT JASPER (5) with a safe beginning is a huge danger along with back marker 

OUR CHAIN OF COMMAND (12) 

ROUGHIE : STAR CHAMBER (7) will get out to very good odds and can win with the right run. 

RATINGS : 10 – 5 7 12 – 2 3 6 – 4 8 9 11 - 1 

 

 

RACE  7 : This is the C6/C7. It look’s a good clash with three main winning chances. MELOLYN (3) 

showed a return to something like his best last start. He draws inside fellow speedy beginner so it 

will be a good run to first corner to who holds up if he does will take running down. RYKOV LEIS (4) is 

in career best form and he too will be looking to find the top as can run the gate very well and if 

finds he will be the one to beat. CLAMOROUS (2) has been below his best at his past two runs. He 

draws to get the gun run behind his two main dangers so if they get into a war he will finish over the 

top of them. MAYBE DOC (5) will be just sitting back minding his business and if they go hard he can 

finish into a place. LIVIN IT LOVIN IT (6) may find this a bit tough. 



 

 

TOP PICK : RYKOV LEIS (4) the start will be crucial but I’m just leaning his way. 

DANGERS : MELOLYN (2) look’s the danger along with CLAMOROUS (2). 

ROUGHIE : MAYBE DOC (5) is next best. 

RATINGS : 4 – 2 3 – 5 – 1 6 

 

RACE 8 : This is the last of the night. VANDE VELDE (3) resumed with a solid effort about a month 

ago so is sure to strip much fitter so is sure to take plenty of holding out. REAL RIVER (4) will find this 

much easier than last run when copped plenty of pressure before knocking up. He will be looking to 

push forward early so if found the top will take running down. WILL BE DOC (1) was a good winner 

last start when very well driven. He draws ideally and is sure to be even fitter so has to be a chance. 

DELIVERTHEGOODS (2) is always thereabouts and draws to be on the speed throughout so has a 

chance at odds. JOHNNYACE (5) and PUNT ROAD DISCO (6) are next best and a minor first four look’s 

there best chance. 

TOP PICK : REAL RIVER (4) if at his best will be the hardest to beat. 

DANGERS : VANDE VELDE (3) draws to advantage so is a huge danger along with WILL BE DOC (1). 

ROUGHIE : DELIVERTHEGOODS (2) can surprise at odds. 

RATINGS : 4 – 1 3 – 2 – 5 6 

 

 

 


